
Saitama Traditional Performing Arts Festival:  

The Famous Festival and Performing Arts of Koedo ("Little Edo") Kawagoe 
Date and Time December 18, 2016 (Sunday); 13:00~15:30 (venue opens at 12:30)     

Venue      Saitama Arts Theater Main Theater 

Performers Kawagoe Tobi Association, Nakadai Hayashi Troupe, Minamitajima Hayashi Ren-Ashi Dance 

  Preservation Association, and Oibukuro Mansaku Preservation Association 

 Program                                                                            

                              Opening Performance: Kiyari Songs, Hashigo-Nori Ladder Acrobatics,   

Matoi-Furi Decorated Pole Waving (Performers: Kawagoe Tobi Association) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tobi Today, the word tobi refers to people who often work at great 

heights, such as construction workers and firefighters. These workers 

traditionally use a tool called tobiguchi, a wooden pole with a thick 

hook at one end, so named because the hook resembles the beak 

(guchi) of the black kite bird (tobi). Over time, the workers who used 

tobiguchi came to be called "tobi" after their famous tool.  

Tobi in Kawagoe During the Kawagoe Festival, Tobi work to create 

festival floats (called dashi) and ensure the floats are moved safely 

along the festival route. Tobi hold power cables to one side as the 

floats pass and maneuver the floats carefully so that neither the floats 

nor any spectators are injured during precarious turns in the route.  

Kiyari Songs Kiyari are traditional songs that workers sing when they 

combine their strength to move heavy objects such as large logs or 

stones. Today, kiyari are sung on celebratory occasions, including 

various times during the Kawagoe Festival, such as when the floats 

begin their procession along the festival route.  

Hashigo-Nori Ladder Acrobatics Tobi Association members aged 45 

and younger climb and perform acrobatics on bamboo ladders seven 

meters tall (with each pole only about 7 cm/2.75 inches in diameter). 

Kagi-mochi, or "hook holders," stabilize the ladders from below. The 

teamwork between the climbers and the hook holders is crucial to the 

performance's success, with the hook holders meticulously assessing 

the fluctuating amount of strength and tension necessary to stabilize 

each acrobatic feat.  

Matoi-Furi Decorated Pole Waving Matoi are long poles decorated 

with a fire brigade's symbol and tassels and generally weigh around 

8-15 kg (18-33 lbs). Matoi were used by firefighters (tobi) in the Edo 

Period (1603-1868). During that time, the standard firefighting 

method was to quickly tear down the wooden buildings downwind of 

the flames before they burned, thus isolating the fire from more fuel. 

A firefighter would rush to the site of the fire and climb to the roof of 

the nearest house, waving the matoi to signal which houses to 

demolish. Though it was considered a great honor to be chosen to 

wield the matoi, it was also a highly dangerous job, with many losing 

their lives to the flames. As a result, firefighters often had tattoos to 

make their bodies more easily identifiable.  

 

Ladder Acrobatics (stabilized from below by the kagi-mochi) 

 Kawagoe Tobi Association with their ladder & matoi 

Tobi ride on top of floats during the Kawagoe Festival  

to ensure the floats do not collide with power cables 



Second Performance: Matsuri-Bayashi Traditional Festival Music (Performers: Nakadai Hayashi Troupe) 
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The Nakadai Hayashi Troupe performing on the 

Nakachō float during the Kawagoe Festival 

Top Left: Divine Fox; Top Right: the Gentle Woman 

Bottom Left: the Comic; Bottom Right: Divine Lion 

 Matsuri-bayashi is traditional music played at festivals. The 

matsuri-bayashi played during the Kawagoe Festival is said to have 

originated at the end of the Edo Period (1603-1868) in Edo (modern 

Tokyo) itself. Matsuri-bayashi is performed by six people: five 

musicians and one masked dancer. 

 

Nakadai Hayashi Troupe 

Among the various groups that perform matsuri-bayashi in 

Kawagoe, the Nakadai Hayashi Troupe is one of only two performance 

groups to be designated as a prefectural intangible cultural heritage.  

Legend has it that the Nakadai Hayashi Troupe once performed for 

the lord (daimyo) of the Kawagoe Domain, who greatly enjoyed their 

music and dancing, near the end of the Edo Period  

Throughout its long history, the Nakadai Hayashi Troupe has always 

performed on the Nakachō float, the oldest and one of the most famous 

floats in the Kawagoe Festival.  

The troupe also performs in a ceremony honoring the gods every 

April and August at Yakumo Shrine in the Nakadai neighborhood of 

Kawagoe City.   

Though age limits are rare among traditional performing arts groups, 

the troupe also decrees that members must retire from the troupe upon 

reaching the age of 50.  

 

Masked Dancer Roles 

(1) Divine Fox (tenko/kitsune): a white fox dressed as the god of rice 

prays for a bountiful harvest 

(2) The Gentle Woman (tenta/okame): expresses the gentleness of 

mothers and women in general through dance 

(3) The Comic (modoki/hyottoko): represents forgetting everything in 

favor of celebrating a plentiful harvest 

(4) Divine Lion (shishi): dispels evil spirits 

 

Children pulling the shrine float in summertime 



Third Performance: Ashi-Odori Foot Puppet Dance (Performers: Minamitajima Hayashi Ren-Ashi Dance Preservation Association) 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Ashi-odori (literally, "foot dancing") is a rare form of dance 

where dancers lie on their backs, raise both hands and feet in 

the air, and control dancing puppets primarily by using their 

feet. The puppets dance along to the matsuri-bayashi 

traditional festival music played in the background. 

 

Minamitajima Ashi-Odori  

 Minamitajima ashi-odori dates to the beginning of the Meiji 

Period (1868-1912). Villagers from the Minamitajima area in 

Kawagoe took inspiration from bunraku (a form of traditional 

Japanese puppet theater also known as ningyō jōruri) to create 

a new, unique kind of dancing.   

 Every performance features two dancing puppets: the Okame 

(Gentle Woman) and the Hyottoko (Comical Man). First the 

Okame appears, then the Hyottoko. The two then dance 

together, which requires a performer to use both hands and 

both feet at once. Then, the Okame exits, leaving the Hyottoko 

to perform the final dance alone.  

 Dancing lying down with both hands and both feet in the air 

requires a tremendous amount of energy, so the performers 

have to be in excellent physical condition.  

 

Ashi-Odori Performances Today  

 Ashi-odori is performed at Hikawa Shrine in the 

Minamitajima neighborhood of Kawagoe City. Once every two 

years, the shrine float is paraded around the neighborhood. 

 During the Kawagoe Festival, ashi-odori is performed on the 

Sugawarachō float.  

 There are 20 children aged 7-15 currently learning how to 

perform matsuri-bayashi and ashi-odori. First, the children 

learn how to play the small taiko drum. After this, they may 

choose to learn another instrument (such as a flute or large 

taiko drum) or ashi-odori. 

Two Ashi-Odori Performers 

The Okame (Gentle Woman, in pink) and the Hyottoko (Comic, in blue) 

An ashi-odori performance on the Sugawarachō float 

during the Kawagoe Festival 

Reviving a tradition decades later: parading the shrine float 

around the neighborhood once every two years 



Final Performance: Mansaku  

Performers: Oibukuro Mansaku Preservation Association 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Mansaku is a traditional performing art that expresses the fervent wish of 

residents of agricultural areas for a bountiful harvest.  

 Mansaku used to be performed frequently in many places in Saitama 

Prefecture. The primary exception is the mountainous Chichibu region, 

which does not have the flat plains necessary for growing rice. In 

agricultural rice-growing areas, however, villagers enjoyed watching and 

performing mansaku during local festivals on simple, temporary stages 

built on shrine and temple grounds.  

 There are four types of mansaku, including dances and dramatic plays, 

but only a few places perform these dances and plays in modern times.  

Oibukuro Mansaku 

The Oibukuro neighborhood of Kawagoe City is an agricultural area near 

the Ara and Iruma rivers. The Oibukuro mansaku is said to have begun 

when villagers from the area learned mansaku dances and plays from 

villagers from Kawajima, a town just to the north of Kawagoe, around 

1892. Their performances became quite popular, and until around 1938, 

they were often asked perform mansaku plays in surrounding villages. 

World War II left the neighborhood without any mansaku performers, but 

the tradition was revived in 1963.  

Oibukuro mansaku not only incorporates dancing, but also features 

well-preserved dramatic plays that are rarely performed elsewhere. Every 

April, both dances and plays of the Oibukuro mansaku tradition are 

performed at the Oibukuro Hikawa Shrine festival.  

Summary of the Dramatic Play Hidakagawa Ohan and Chōemon 

 A girl named Ohan and her father embark on a pilgrimage. It is Ohan's 

first long journey, and her feet get tired quickly. Suddenly, heavy rain 

begins to fall, and Ohan and her father lose sight of one another.  

 As Ohan searches for her father, a group of palanquin bearers (actually 

bandits) carrying a palanquin begin to eat their meal. The group spots Ohan 

and attempts to kidnap her by forcing her into the palanquin.   

 Then, the samurai Chōemon appears and rescues Ohan. The two marry. 

~Months Later~ 

 Chōemon has killed another man and plans to atone by taking his own 

life. He bids Ohan farewell. Ohan, who is pregnant with Chōemon's child, 

realizes that he plans to commit suicide and successfully stops him. 

 Just then, the leader of the palanquin bearers who once attempted to 

kidnap Ohan appears. The leader and his men battle Chōemon, but 

Chōemon defeats them and takes their swords.  

 As the palanquin bearers watch, Chōemon and Ohan escape safely once 

again. (The scene ends here.) 

Children perform one of the mansaku dances,  

Shimotsuma Mansaku, at the shrine 

Ohan and Chōemon 

Spectators watching a mansaku play at the shrine 

Chōemon battling the palanquin bearers 


